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Abstract. Cyclotron resonant wave-particle interaction of whistler-mode3

chorus emissions drives pitch angle scatterings of a wide range of energetic4

electrons in the magnetosphere. We study a coherent scattering process as-5

sociated with generation of the whistler-mode rising chorus emissions near6

the geomagnetic equator in a self-consistent electromagnetic full-particle sim-7

ulation. The simulation shows that coherent whistler-mode rising chorus emis-8

sions scatter energetic electrons very effectively through formation of an elec-9

tromagnetic electron hole. The nonlinear interaction induces acceleration of10

resonant electrons trapped by the wave and deceleration of untrapped res-11

onant electrons. When the frequency of a rising chorus element continuously12

increases in time from lower frequencies to higher frequencies, the parallel13

resonant velocity continuously decreases toward lower velocity ranges result-14

ing in significant scattering of resonant electrons. The lower limit of resonant15

parallel velocity is determined by the upper frequency limit of the rising cho-16

rus element. The unscattered electrons with low parallel velocities and the17

accelerated resonant electrons trapped by the wave result in the distribution18

clearly peaked at 90◦. Successive generation of rising chorus elements can scat-19

ter resonant electrons in the same resonance velocity range. The repeated20

scatterings make the distribution much sharper at 90◦, leading to formation21

of a pancake distribution function as observed in the inner magnetosphere.22
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1. Introduction

Chorus emissions are intense whistler-mode waves propagating along the ambient mag-23

netic field line in the magnetosphere as reported by many observations [e.g., Oliven and24

Gurnett, 1968; Burtis and Helliwell, 1969; Lauben et al., 1998; Gurnett et al., 2001;25

Meredith et al., 2001]. Generations of the chorus emissions are associated with injections26

of anisotropic energetic electrons predominantly during the recovery phases of disturbed27

geomagnetic storms [Meredith et al., 2002a]. The generation region of the chorus emis-28

sions is restricted near the magnetic equator [Tsurutani and Smith, 1974, 1977; Santo-29

lik et al., 2003, 2004a], and they propagate toward higher latitudes away from the equator30

[Nagano et al., 1996; LeDocq et al., 1998]. It is generally considered that chorus emissions31

are excited through nonlinear wave-particle interaction between anisotropic energetic elec-32

trons from several keV to tens of keV. The chorus emissions consist of various types of33

discrete elements, mainly rising tones which have steep increasing frequency variations34

with time, up to several tens of kHz/s [Santolik et al., 2003, 2004a], and falling tones35

which are less frequently observed. Rising chorus emissions often appear in two distinct36

frequency ranges, the lower-band and upper-band with a gap at half the electron gyrofre-37

quency, especially near the magnetic equator [Tsurutani and Smith, 1974; Santolik et al.,38

2003, 2004b].39

The quasi-linear diffusion theory has been used to account for the pitch angle scat-40

tering of magnetospheric electrons by the whistler-mode waves [Lyons et al., 1971, 1972;41

Horne et al., 2003b, 2005]. However, particle trapping and nonlinear effects have not been42

considered. Horne et al. [2005] have evaluated the pitch angle diffusion associated with43
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assumed whistler-mode chorus in a wide energy range of electrons from tens of keV to44

MeV. The scatterings of resonant electrons at lower energies of tens of keV and at smaller45

pitch angles are dominant, and they are effectively precipitated into a loss cone. The46

ratio of the plasma frequency to the electron gyrofrequency in the magnetosphere can be47

a sensitive factor for the resonating energy range. In the lower plasma frequency region,48

the resonant diffusion of electrons in the higher energy range is dominant [Summers et al.,49

1998].50

Through the resonant interaction with whistler-mode waves, the resonant electrons51

diffuse in the direction to lower density regions depending on the density gradient in phase52

space [Meredith et al., 2002b; Horne and Thorne, 2003], along the characteristic diffusion53

curve [Kennel and Engelmann, 1966]. As a result of the pitch angle diffusion, the gradients54

of the distribution function tend to approach to the diffusion curves [Meredith et al., 1999].55

Near the loss cone with small pitch angles, the diffusion of electrons is dominant due to the56

excessive depletion of electrons, which contributes to wave growth. Brice [1964] has argued57

the relationships between gain/loss of particle energy and wave damping/amplification.58

Additionally, Gendrin [1968, 1981] has considered different particle distribution functions59

including the loss cone distributions in detail. Under the consideration of density diffusion,60

the density gradient of the distribution function determines growth or damping of the61

waves.62

Meredith et al. [1999] have reported the observations of characteristic distributions in63

the restricted region at the equator outside the plasmapause, where the pitch angle dis-64

tributions are formed with sharply peaked at 90◦ in the relatively low energy range below65

a few keV, which is known as a pancake distribution [Wrenn et al., 1979]. Similar types66
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of pitch angle distributions in keV combined with butterfly distributions were reported67

[Åsnes et al., 2005]. It has been suggested that ECH (Electron Cyclotron Harmonic)68

waves are responsible for the formation of pancake distributions [Meredith et al., 2000].69

Horne et al. [2003a] have shown that pitch angle distributions in the high energy range70

between a few hundred keV and a few MeV are observed during low frequency whistler-71

mode chorus emissions. The temporal variations of observed pitch angle distribution72

showed that the pancake distribution which peaks at 90◦ is dominated in energies of a few73

hundred keV during the recovery phase. They also described that the formation of the74

pancake distribution at ∼10 keV may be due to unscattered energetic electrons near 90◦.75

We have reproduced the generation process of whistle-mode rising chorus based on non-76

linear wave growth near the geomagnetic equator in a simulation [Hikishima et al., 2009].77

The simulation is carried out by an electromagnetic full particle simulation (KEMPO code)78

with a one-dimensional system [Omura, 2007]. Under the one-dimensional model with a79

cylindrical geometry of the ambient dipole magnetic field, we can only treat whistler-mode80

waves propagating parallel to the magnetic field. This may well be justified because the81

linear growth rate of whistler-mode waves maximizes in the parallel direction, and thus82

the wave can attain a sufficiently large wave amplitude leading to the nonlinear wave83

growth of chorus elements.84

The particle simulation code can solve self-consistently the dynamics of full particle ki-85

netics involving wave-particle interactions in the magnetosphere. Although the numerical86

simulations for chorus generation were performed in the past study [Nunn et al., 1997;87

Katoh and Omura, 2007], the development of electron distribution associated with the88

interaction with chorus emissions has not been examined. In the present study, we show89
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that there exist two different nonlinear scattering processes of energetic electrons asso-90

ciated with resonant interaction with whistler-mode chorus emissions in a self-consistent91

particle simulation.92

2. Simulation Model

Maxwell’s equations and equations of relativistic particle motion are self-consistently93

solved in the simulation. The particle simulation scheme, parameters, and the model94

are described by Hikishima et al. [2009]. We assume a one-dimensional system with a95

distance x taken along the static dipole magnetic field line near the geomagnetic equa-96

tor. The dipole magnetic field is approximated by B0x = B0eq(1 + ax2), where B0eq is a97

value at the equator. We assume the coefficient a = 5.1 × 10−6 Ω2
e0/c

2, where Ωe0 is the98

electron gyrofrequency at the equator, and c is the speed of light. As plasma particles in99

the simulation, we use two species of particles, cold thermal electrons with an isotropic100

Maxwellian and energetic hot electrons with an anisotropic modified-Maxwellian for the101

loss cone. The loss cone distribution function of the energetic hot electrons in the rela-102

tivistic momentum space (u∥, u⊥) is realized by the following formula,103

104

f(u∥, u⊥) =
nh

(2π)3/2Uth∥U
2
th⊥

exp

− u2
∥

2U2
th∥

 · 1

1 − β

[
exp

(
− u2

⊥
2U2

th⊥

)
− exp

(
− u2

⊥
2βU2

th⊥

)]
,

(1)105

106

where nh is the density of energetic hot electrons, and Uth∥, Uth⊥ are parallel and perpen-107

dicular components of the thermal momentum, respectively, and β is the depth of the loss108

cone. The thermal parallel and perpendicular momenta for the energetic hot electrons109

are Uth∥ = 0.20 c, and Uth⊥ = 0.33 c, respectively. The thermal momenta of energetic110
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hot electrons realize a temperature anisotropy A (= T⊥/T∥ − 1) ∼ 2, where T∥ and T⊥111

are parallel and perpendicular temperatures, respectively. The cold plasma frequency of112

electrons is assumed to be constant ωpe = 5 Ωe0 along the magnetic field line.113

3. Relativistic Resonance Curve

We assume an electron with the charge -e and the rest mass m0 moving with a parallel114

velocity v∥ and a perpendicular velocity v⊥. A relativistic electron undergoes a gyro-115

motion with a frequency Ωe/γ, where Ωe is the nonrelativistic electron gyrofrequency116

Ωe = eB0x/m0 and γ = [1 − (v2
∥ + v2

⊥)/c2]−1/2. In the presence of a whistler-mode wave117

with a frequency ω and a wavenumber k, the electron sees a constant wave phase when118

the following cyclotron resonance condition is satisfied,119

120

ω − kv∥ =
Ωe

γ
. (2)121

122

123

Taking the resonance condition v∥ = VR, we simply obtain the relativistic resonance124

ellipse [Summers et al., 1998],125

126

VR = cδξ

1 − Ωe

ω

(
1 − V 2

R + v2
⊥

c2

)1/2
 , (3)127

128

where we have eliminated the wavenumber k by defining dimensionless parameters ξ and129

δ which satisfy the cold plasma dispersion relation [Omura et al., 2007, 2008],130
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131

ξ2 =
ω (Ωe − ω)

ω2
pe

(4)132

133

and134

135

δ2 =
1

1 + ξ2
. (5)136

Figure 1 shows the resonance curves for ω = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 Ωe0 in the range of137

representative whistler-mode chorus wave frequencies in the velocity space. The velocity138

distribution function is that of the energetic electrons near the equator at the initial time139

t = 0 Ω−1
e0 in the simulation. The lack of energetic electrons at lower pitch angles represents140

a relatively weak loss cone.141

In the simulation, it should be noted that the relativistic energetic electrons with high142

energy MeV have low density in the tail of velocity distribution function. Two resonance143

curves at each frequency ω correspond to whistler-mode waves propagating with positive144

and negative k vectors (i.e., northward and southward propagating waves), interacting145

with counter-streaming electrons. The resonance curves can cross over the v∥ = 0 under a146

relativistic condition, and the parallel velocity v∥ has the phase velocity Vp = ω/k = cδξ147

at v = c.148

4. Pitch Angle Scattering by Whistler-Mode Chorus

We consider electrons in resonance with a whistler-mode rising chorus element in the149

magnetosphere. We give the schematic illustrations of a frequency-time spectrum of a150

typical rising chorus element, and examples of the resonance curves corresponding to151
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different frequencies of the whistler-mode wave with positive k vectors in velocity space152

in Figure 2. The rising chorus element varies smoothly in frequency and wavenumber153

gradually increasing with time as A, B, and C in Figure 2a. The resonance curves A, B,154

and C corresponding to the three instantaneous frequencies are shown in Figure 2b. As155

the frequency of a chorus element varies from a low frequency to a higher frequency, the156

resonance curve shifts from a high parallel velocity region to a lower parallel velocity region157

of the distribution function of energetic electrons. When chorus elements are observed158

with both positive and negative k vectors near the equator [Santolik et al., 2003], the159

development of the electron distribution by resonance curves takes place in both positive160

and negative v∥ regions of the velocity space.161

We have shown generations of whistler-mode rising chorus wave packets near the ge-162

omagnetic equator [Hikishima et al., 2009]. The rising chorus wave packets are excited163

all over the simulation system corresponding to the equatorial region and then propagate164

toward higher latitude regions in both hemispheres, i.e., northward (+x direction) and165

southward (-x direction). Therefore, the rising chorus emissions at fixed point near the166

equator are composed of wave packets having positive and negative k vectors and vary-167

ing in frequency and amplitude. To evaluate counter-streaming resonant interactions, we168

need to know accurate amplitudes and frequency of a rising chorus element propagating169

to one direction. Hence, we separate the chorus wave packets propagating in both hemi-170

spheres into northward and southward propagating waves. This is realized by separating171

wavenumber modes on the frequency-wavenumber domain all over the simulation region.172

We apply the Fourier transform in space for transverse whistler-mode wave magnetic fields173

By, and Bz propagating in the simulation region. Then we apply the inverse Fourier trans-174
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form for the separated modes after obtaining the desired wavenumber mode (+k or −k).175

Thus, we obtain the whistler-mode wave packets propagating with positive k or negative176

k vector. In Figure 3a, we show the transverse wave magnetic field Bw = (B2
y + B2

z )
1/2

177

of wave packets of rising chorus propagating northward (right panel) and southward (left178

panel), and Figure 3b shows the dynamic spectra at the equator for northward (upper179

panel) and southward (lower panel) propagating rising chorus wave packets. The colored180

squares are used in Figure 4.181

In Figure 4, we show the temporal variation of the velocity distribution function182

of energetic electrons at the equator. The panels (i)∼(vi) correspond to timings t =183

0, 1310, 1640, 2290, 3280, and 9994 Ω−1
e0 indicated in Figure 3b, respectively. It is noted184

that the contour scale of phase space density differs from that in Figure 1 for observa-185

tion of fine structures of velocity distribution functions. The colored curves superimposed186

on the velocity distribution functions in (ii)∼(v) represent the resonance curves related187

to the rising chorus frequencies in the dynamic spectra in Figure 3b, and the resonance188

curves given in the positive and negative v∥ regions on the velocity distribution functions189

correspond to southward and northward propagating waves, respectively. Each colored190

resonance curve corresponds to each colored square on the dynamic chorus spectra. In191

panel (i), dashed white semicircles superimposed on the distribution function indicate the192

constant kinetic energies of energetic electrons, K = 1, 10, 50, 100 keV, respectively.193

At time (i) in Figure 4, we find the initial anisotropic distribution function of energetic194

electrons with loss cones. At time (ii), the lower frequency band approximately ω = 0.15 ∼195

0.35 Ωe0 forms rising chorus, but still in an embryonic form. The energetic electrons196

at the equator encounter the enhanced wave packets of whistler-mode waves with the197
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broad frequency band which are generated around the equator. The resonant electrons198

on the resonance curves (white curves) in the velocity space are strongly scattered in the199

wide parallel velocity range corresponding to the frequency band. We find the significant200

deformation along the resonance curves which are especially determined by the upper201

frequency limit of the excited waves (white square). At this time the resonance velocity202

are symmetry in +v∥ and −v∥ velocity regions because the excited wave packets with +k203

and −k vectors have almost the same frequency components. At time (iii), the resonant204

electrons interact with a higher frequency part of a rising chorus element, which leads to205

scattering in the lower parallel velocity region. Additionally, the deformation of velocity206

distribution function by another enhanced rising chorus element with a different frequency207

(blue) is seen. On the other hand, significant precipitation of energetic electrons into the208

loss cone region occurs because of relatively broadband waves at ω ∼ 0.2 Ωe0. The loss cone209

regions are filled with a large number of scattered electrons. At time (iv), the resonance210

curves gradually shift to lower parallel velocity region. The higher frequency part of the211

rising chorus element continues to scatter electrons in the lower parallel velocity. At time212

(v), another low frequency chorus element (orange) appears, and resonant electrons in the213

higher velocity range are repeatedly scattered. Scattering of electrons at lower parallel214

velocity continues until the rising chorus frequency stops, where enhanced scattering is215

not seen since the chorus wave amplitude at the higher frequency (white) is relatively216

weak. At time (vi), there appears no enhanced whistler-mode chorus element because217

of relaxation of the anisotropy of energetic electrons by resonance interactions of the218

foregoing chorus elements, and the scattering of electrons at the equator stops. At this219

stage, the unscattered energetic electrons in the low energy range remain as the anisotropic220
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distribution, while energetic electrons in the high energy range tend to form isotropic221

distribution as a result of repeated scattering by chorus elements [Horne et al., 2003b].222

On the other hand, we can see complete depletion of the scattered electrons inside the223

loss cone, which corresponds to the precipitations of the electrons into the ionosphere.224

The temporal evolution of the velocity distribution functions during (i)∼(vi) shows225

clearly that even just a single whistler-mode chorus element can easily deform the original226

anisotropic distribution function by one sweep of resonance curve from a higher velocity227

to a lower velocity, which corresponds to a short period t ∼ 3000 Ω−1
e0 . The deformation228

of the distribution function is more enhanced by successive excitation of chorus elements229

near the equator.230

The resonance velocity widely changes in (v∥, v⊥) space, which is determined by a231

range of chorus frequency ω/Ωe0 and electron plasma frequency ωpe/Ωe0. The lower elec-232

tron plasma frequency makes chorus emissions interact with the higher energy electrons233

[Summers et al., 1998]. In the simulation, the resonance energy at small pitch angles234

corresponding to the loss cone regions varies from a few keV to tens of keV. On the other235

hand, the electrons can resonate in the wide energy range of more than hundreds of keV236

at larger pitch angles (see Figure 1).237

5. Nonlinear Scattering of Resonant Electrons

The pitch angle scattering process described above is essentially different from the238

diffusion process as assumed in the quasi-linear diffusion theory. We show two types of239

nonlinear scattering processes corresponding to acceleration and deceleration of electrons240

in the followings.241
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During resonant interaction the electrons are trapped by the potential of whistler-mode242

wave. Figure 5 shows trajectories of resonant electrons in (θ, ζ) phase space for the con-243

dition of the inhomogeneity ratio S = −0.41 which is given by Omura et al. [2008, Figure244

1], where θ = k(v∥−VR) and ζ is a phase angle between the transverse wave magnetic field245

and the perpendicular velocity of an electron. The trapping potential is formed around246

the resonance velocity VR corresponding to the instantaneous chorus frequency. It is noted247

that the phase space is defined in a specific v⊥ of particle. The trapping region is separated248

by distinct distributions of the trapped (white region) and untrapped (gray region) elec-249

trons. Since most of resonant electrons remain untrapped, there arises an electromagnetic250

electron hole inducing the resonant current which contributes to nonlinear wave growth of251

chorus emissions [Omura et al., 2008]. We can obviously find the appearances of nonlinear252

electromagnetic electron hole on the resonance velocity as shown in the followings.253

To estimate the extension of electromagnetic electron hole, we suppose the condition254

with the inhomogeneity ratio S = −0.41 where the resonant current JE maximizes con-255

tributing to nonlinear wave growth of chorus emissions [Omura et al., 2008]. The trapping256

potential most widely spreads at the equilibrium point which represents a stable phase257

angle ζ0 for the rotating trapped electrons in the (θ, ζ) phase space. The second-order258

derivative of the phase angle ζ gives259

260

d2ζ

dt2
= k

d

dt
(v∥ − VR)261

= ω2
tr(sinζ + S) , (6)262

263

where the relativistic trapping frequency ωtr = ωtδγ
−1/2 is given by the nonrelativistic264
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trapping frequency ωt = (kv⊥Ωw)1/2, and Ωw is electron gyrofrequency related to mag-265

netic wave amplitude. We give a equation of separatrix of electromagnetic electron hole266

by Omura et al. [2008, Equation (43)], as267

268

θs(ζ) = ±ωtr

√
2
[
cosζ1 − cosζ + S(ζ − ζ1)

]
. (7)269

270

The second order resonance condition d2ζ/dt2 = dθ/dt = 0 gives the phase angle ζ1271

satisfying sinζ + S = 0. The inhomogeneity ratio S = −0.41 gives sinζ1 = 0.41. Then272

the phase angle ζ0 at equilibrium point is given by ζ0 = π − ζ1. We obtain the trapping273

velocity at the equilibrium phase angle ζ0 as given by274

275

Vtr =
|θs(ζ0)|

k
=

{
2
δ2v⊥Ωw

kγ

[
cosζ1 − cosζ0 + S(ζ0 − ζ1)

]} 1
2

276

277

∼ 1.3

[
cδ3ξv⊥Ωw

γω

] 1
2

. (8)278

In Figure 6, we plot the trapping velocities (dashed magenta curves) around at the reso-279

nance velocities (solid magenta curves) superimposed on the velocity distribution function280

(ii) in Figure 4. The white lines indicate contour of the distribution function. The ex-281

amples of diffusion curves for the wave frequency ω = 0.32 Ωe0 are also plotted as blue282

curves. The range of the trapping region is given by VR ± Vtr with a specific v⊥ in the283

parallel velocity direction. The resonance and trapping velocities in the negative and pos-284

itive parallel velocity regions are determined by the highest frequency ω = 0.32 Ωe0 and285

the magnetic wave amplitude Bw = 3.1 × 10−3 B0eq of the rising chorus element at time286
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(ii). The parallel velocity of resonant electrons change within the range of VR ± Vtr. The287

trapping period is estimated by Ttr = 1/ωtr ∼ 18 Ω−1
e0 for resonant electrons at v⊥ = 0.3 c.288

The electron hole and its trapping velocity are defined for a specific perpendicular veloc-289

ity v⊥ as indicated by (8). Averaged over the phase ζ, it appears as a depletion of the290

electron flux at the resonance velocity. The depletion along the resonance curve in Figure291

6 represents an electron hole extended in the direction of v⊥.292

We focus on the nonlinear scattering process of the resonant electrons. Interacting with293

the rising chorus element, some of resonant electrons are trapped by the wave potential294

and rotate inside the electromagnetic electron hole in a presence of the nonlinear Lorentz295

force. The dynamics of electrons is given by equation of motion (6). With increasing296

frequency of a rising chorus element, the resonance velocity VR decreases. The trapped297

electrons are guided to lower parallel velocity along decreasing resonance velocity. The298

trajectory of electrons follows the diffusion curve determined by a resonance frequency299

[Gendrin, 1981]. Therefore, since the trapped electrons are scattered to lower parallel300

velocity along the diffusion curve, the perpendicular velocity increases, being energized301

with increasing pitch angle along the diffusion curve. On the other hand, the untrapped302

resonant electrons rotate around the separatrix of the electromagnetic electron hole. The303

untrapped electrons flow in the direction in which the absolute parallel velocity increases304

(see Figure 5), i.e., in the direction of smaller pitch angle along the diffusion curve, giving305

energy to the chorus wave.306

In Figure 7, we show the distributions of trapped electrons ft and untrapped resonant307

electrons fu in (v∥, v⊥) space. The electrons passing the equator (x = −5 ∼ +5 cΩ−1
e0 )308

during the time t = 1479 ∼ 1525 Ω−1
e0 are counted. The trapped and untrapped electrons309
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are identified by the increasing and decreasing of kinetic energy greater than 1keV. The310

electrons encounter a coherent rising chorus element with an increasing frequency ω =311

0.33 ∼ 0.37 Ωe0 during the short period. The trapped electrons (top left) oscillate around312

resonance velocity VR corresponding to ω = 0.33 Ωe0 (black solid) in the range of the313

trapping region determined by the trapping velocity (black dashed). With the frequency314

increasing to ω = 0.37 Ωe0 at time t = 1525 Ω−1
e0 , the trapping region moves to a smaller v∥315

range shown in magenta. The motion of trapped electrons is recognized by shifting of the316

chain lines indicating the maximum density of the trapped electrons. On the other hand,317

the untrapped resonant electrons (top right) near the separatrix of the electromagnetic318

electron hole pass through the resonance velocity, flowing outside the separatrix. The319

movement of the untrapped resonant electrons results in an energy decrease by an amount320

greater than that of trapped electrons, and it is in the counter direction of trapped electron321

motion in v∥ direction.322

Trapped electrons is smaller compared with the untrapped electrons [Katoh and Omura,323

2006]. The resonant current causing the nonlinear growth of chorus elements is predom-324

inantly due to the untrapped electrons. In Figure 8, we show the distribution functions325

f(v∥, v⊥) and f(v∥, v⊥ = 0.3 c) at the time (iii) in Figure 4. The depletion of electrons326

along the resonance velocity v∥ ∼ −0.15 c obviously shows presence of an electromagnetic327

electron hole. The decelerated untrapped electrons form a hill of dense region next to328

the resonance velocity. Additionally, the electromagnetic electron holes at v∥ ∼ −0.26 c329

are formed by a subsequent rising chorus element. These distinct nonlinear scatterings330

of trapped electrons and untrapped electrons result in the step-like distributions along331

the resonance curve in the phase space. It should be noted, however, these step-like332
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distributions are different from those assumed by Trakhtengerts [1995]. The deformed333

distributions are due to formation of electron holes in the velocity phase space (v∥, ζ).334

6. Pitch Angle Distribution

We investigate the time evolution of the phase space density of energetic electrons as a335

function of pitch angle. We calculate the probability density function f(v, θ) of energetic336

electrons in the unit volume dvdθ, where the velocity v = (v2
x + v2

y + v2
z)

1/2 and the pitch337

angle θ. The probability density function f(v, θ) is obtained by dividing the particle338

number in a small volume 2πv2sinθdvdθ by the total number of particles over the three-339

dimensional velocity space.340

To find time evolutions of the pitch angle distributions, we plot distributions of electrons341

with different kinetic energies K = 50, 100, 200, 300 keV in Figure 9. The panels (a)∼(d)342

correspond to the times (i), (iii), (v), (vi) in Figure 4, respectively. Evaluating the phase343

space density, the energetic electrons within ± 5 % of each centered energy are counted344

in the region x = −10 ∼ +10 cΩ−1
e0 near the equator. In Figure 9a the purely anisotropic345

bi-Maxwellian distribution with relatively rounded is seen. The absence of electrons at346

small pitch angles over all energies is due to the loss cone and anisotropic distribution.347

In Figure 9b the resonant electrons are nonlinearly scattered along the diffusion curves,348

because of the increasing frequency of growing rising chorus element. The shapes of349

pith angle distribution are gradually deformed at higher pitch angles with increasing350

frequencies of rising chorus elements. The significant deformation of distribution function351

around 70◦∼ 80◦ (100◦∼ 110◦) especially in energies K = 50, 100 keV are due to strong352

scattering of electrons on the resonance curves. The electrons in these energy range353

are possible to be scattered over almost all pitch angles except at the pitch angle near354
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90◦. Unscattered electrons at the higher pitch angles in the lower energy remain to be355

bounced at the equator. During scattering by intensified rising chorus elements, a large356

number of untrapped electrons are precipitated into the loss cone. The scattering at small357

pitch angles in the range of K = 50 keV takes place dominantly, resulting in enhanced358

distributions of untrapped electrons in Figures 9b and 9c. In Figure 9c we also find that359

the electrons in the energy K = 50, 100 keV are scattered up to nearly 90◦ by higher360

frequency of rising chorus. Since other rising chorus elements subsequently appear, the361

number of scattered electrons falling into the loss cone increases further. After all the362

rising chorus elements propagate away from the equator, there occurs no scattering of363

electrons. In Figure 9d we find that all electrons inside loss cone are precipitated into the364

ionosphere.365

The energetic electrons in the different energy ranges form pitch angle distributions366

especially peaked at 90◦, which are called pancake distributions [Wrenn et al., 1979;367

Meredith et al., 1999; Horne et al., 2003a]. The pancake distributions are formed below the368

energy of a few hundred keV. The pancake distributions consist of unscattered electrons369

from the initial state and resonant trapped electrons nonlinearly scattered to higher pitch370

angles. These electrons around 90◦ pitch angle continue to be bouncing near the equator.371

Rising chorus repeatedly generated near the equator can carry trapped resonant electrons372

to higher pitch angles while untrapped resonant electrons are effectively transferred to373

lower pitch angles. This could result in more enhanced pancake distributions.374

At occurrence times of chorus emissions, pitch angle distributions of energetic electrons375

peaked at 90◦ are frequently observed [Horne et al., 2003a; Li et al., 2009]. Horne et376

al. [2003a] have investigated the pitch angle distributions in the energy ranges 0.15 ∼377
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1.58 MeV electrons during magnetic disturbances. The observed pitch angle distributions378

have shown the pancake distributions obviously peaked at 90◦ in energies of a few hundred379

keV. The pancake distributions we find in the present simulation agree very well with the380

observation results.381

The pitch angle scattering involves two distinct nonlinear processes respectively for382

trapped and untrapped resonant electrons. The processes are due to interaction with a383

coherent wave, while the quasi-linear diffusion process assumes a spectrum of broadband384

waves with random phases. Therefore, it is not appropriate to describe the process in385

terms of the diffusion equation and a coefficient. A quantitative evaluation of the particle386

scattering by coherent chorus emissions was performed recently by Furuya et al., [2008].387

They used a numerical Green’s function method to evaluate the effect of the nonlinear388

scattering based on test particle simulations.389

We have reduced the size of the simulation system for numerical efficiency by assum-390

ing the large parabolic coefficient in the magnetic field variation. It has increased the391

threshold wave amplitude for the nonlinear growth as analyzed theoretically by Omura et392

al., [2009]. The essential physical processes of acceleration and deceleration, however, are393

not changed, and the resulting pancake distribution near the equator should not be much394

different from the reality.395

7. Summary

We have examined evolution of the velocity distribution functions of anisotropic en-396

ergetic electrons by wave-particle interactions in the self-consistent electromagnetic full397

particle simulation. We summarize the simulation results as follows.398
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1. We have shown that the temporal developments of the distribution function of elec-399

trons by rising chorus emissions propagating parallel to the static magnetic field. This400

work is the first attempt to analyze the detailed scattering process of the resonant electrons401

by the chorus emissions.402

2. It has been suggested that formation of electromagnetic electron holes is required403

for chorus emissions [Omura et al., 2008, 2009]. We have found the depletion of resonant404

electrons correspond to the hole along the resonance curve. This clearly suggests the405

validity of the nonlinear wave growth theory for chorus emissions.406

3. The resonant electrons dominantly undergo nonlinear scattering during the resonant407

interaction with rising chorus elements. The trapped electrons are accelerated to higher408

pitch angles while the untrapped resonant electrons are decelerated to lower pitch angles409

along the diffusion curve.410

4. We have clarified formation process of the pancake distributions. It is formed by com-411

bination of unscattered electrons in the low energy and trapped resonant electrons. The412

whistler-mode chorus elements are successively generated while the unstable anisotropic413

distribution of energetic electrons is sustained. The electrons with pitch angles near 90◦414

can exist stably near the equator. The peak of the distribution at 90◦ is efficiently en-415

hanced by accumulating electrons accelerated by resonant wave trapping.416

The rising chorus waves are formed with nonlinear wave growth near the magnetic equa-417

tor, and grow as they propagate away from the equator [Omura et al., 2008, 2009]. The418

resonant electrons are scattered by the chorus waves near the equator in the simulation. At419

a location far away from the magnetic equator, the resonance velocity becomes larger due420

to the increasing magnetic field intensity, and chorus waves cannot be generated because421
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of insufficient flux of resonant electrons. Therefore, the effective scattering of resonant422

electrons is mostly caused in the vicinity of the magnetic equator.423

We found a strong deformation of the velocity distribution function of energetic elec-424

trons in the simulation, which is a result of nonlinear coherent wave-particle interaction425

in the process of chorus generation. Since the time scale of a chorus element is of the426

order of a few hundred milliseconds in the Earth’s magnetosphere, the progressive de-427

pletion of particle flux at the resonance curve would be confirmed by observation if a428

three-dimensional velocity distribution of energetic electrons in the 1 ∼ 100 keV range is429

obtained with a time scale of tens of milliseconds near the magnetic equator. This is a430

challenge to be made by future spacecraft observations.431
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Figure 1. Resonance curves with wave frequency ω = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 Ωe0 superimposed

on the velocity distribution function of energetic electrons at the initial time t = 0 Ω−1
e0 in the

simulation.

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of a frequency variation of a typical rising chorus element (a),

and variation of resonance curve (b) superimposed on the velocity distribution function F (v) in

the (v∥, v⊥) space, and the dashed semicircle is curve of speed of light. Resonance curves A, B,

and C in panel (b) correspond to different frequencies A, B, and C in panel (a), respectively.

Figure 3. (a) The transverse magnetic components of whistler-mode waves propagating toward

northern (right panel) and southern (left panel) hemispheres. (b) Dynamic frequency spectra

at the equator x = 0 cΩ−1
e0 for the waves propagating toward the northern (upper panel) and

southern (bottom panel) hemispheres. The colored squares correspond to the resonance curves

in the same colors in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Velocity distribution functions of energetic electrons at the timings (i)∼(vi) in Figure

3b. The constant kinetic energy curves 1, 10, 50, 100 keV (dashed curves) are superimposed on

the panel (i). The colored curves on the panels (ii)∼(v) indicate resonance velocities.

Figure 5. Trajectories of resonant electrons in the (θ, ζ) phase space for the inhomogeneity

ratio S = −0.41.

Figure 6. Trapping regions which are bounded by the trapping velocity (dashed magenta

curves) around the resonance velocity (solid magenta curves), are plotted on the velocity distri-

bution function (ii) in Figure 4. The blue curves indicate the diffusion curves.

Figure 7. Distributions of trapped and untrapped electrons at t = 1479 Ω−1
e0 and t = 1525 Ω−1

e0 .

The solid and dashed lines in black and magenta are resonance velocity and separatrix of the

trapping region, respectively. The black lines are for ω = 0.33 Ωe0. The magenta lines are for

ω = 0.37 Ωe0.
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Figure 8. The distribution function f(v∥, v⊥) at time (iii) in Figure 4 and its cross section at

v⊥ = 0.3 c.

Figure 9. Pitch angle distributions of electron phase space density with different kinetic

energies K = 50, 100, 200, 300 keV. The panels (a)∼(d) correspond to the times (i), (iii), (v), (vi)

in Figure 4, respectively.
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Figure 1. Resonance curves with wave frequency ω = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 Ωe0 superimposed

on the velocity distribution function of energetic electrons at the initial time t = 0 Ω−1
e0 in the

simulation.
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of a frequency variation of a typical rising chorus element (a),

and variation of resonance curve (b) superimposed on the velocity distribution function F (v) in

the (v∥, v⊥) space, and the dashed semicircle is curve of speed of light. Resonance curves A, B,

and C in panel (b) correspond to different frequencies A, B, and C in panel (a), respectively.
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Figure 3. (a) The transverse magnetic components of whistler-mode waves propagating toward

northern (right panel) and southern (left panel) hemispheres. (b) Dynamic frequency spectra

at the equator x = 0 cΩ−1
e0 for the waves propagating toward the northern (upper panel) and

southern (bottom panel) hemispheres. The colored squares correspond to the resonance curves

in the same colors in Figure 4.
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(i)

(iii) (iv)

(v) (vi)

(ii)

Figure 4. Velocity distribution functions of energetic electrons at the timings (i)∼(vi) in Figure

3b. The constant kinetic energy curves 1, 10, 50, 100 keV (dashed curves) are superimposed on

the panel (i). The colored curves on the panels (ii)∼(v) indicate resonance velocities.
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Figure 5. Trajectories of resonant electrons in the (θ, ζ) phase space for the inhomogeneity

ratio S = −0.41.
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Figure 6. Trapping regions which are bounded by the trapping velocity (dashed magenta

curves) around the resonance velocity (solid magenta curves), are plotted on the velocity distri-

bution function (ii) in Figure 4. The blue curves indicate the diffusion curves.
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Figure 7. Distributions of trapped and untrapped electrons at t = 1479 Ω−1
e0 and t = 1525 Ω−1

e0 .

The solid and dashed lines in black and magenta are resonance velocity and separatrix of the

trapping region, respectively. The black lines are for ω = 0.33 Ωe0. The magenta lines are for

ω = 0.37 Ωe0.
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Figure 8. The distribution function f(v∥, v⊥) at time (iii) in Figure 4 and its cross section at

v⊥ = 0.3 c.
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Figure 9. Pitch angle distributions of electron phase space density with different kinetic

energies K = 50, 100, 200, 300 keV. The panels (a)∼(d) correspond to the times (i), (iii), (v), (vi)

in Figure 4, respectively.
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